The university admissions board member picks up the next application. After sorting through the forms, she comes to the letters of recommendation and starts reading. Shortly into the first letter, her eyes narrow. It’s difficult to read. A quick glance at the page shows why. The text is set in a too-small Arial font, peppered with white blotches from the double spaces between sentences, and strewn throughout with double hyphens and typewriter quotation marks. The bottom of the page shows a military signature block. Shaking her head, she puts the letter aside. If the writer wasn’t going to try to make his letter readable and professional, she wasn’t going to read it.

The above scenario is a real possibility. Military writers are told to “write well. It’s important.” And we try. We spend hours creating memos, reports, operations orders, unit SOPs, letters of recommendation, and PowerPoint briefings. After carefully crafting the content of our message—the most important part—we begin the fine-tuning. We run spellcheck, open our dictionaries, and occasionally knock the dust off of our style guides on the bookshelf.

But what about typography—how our text is presented? How do we ensure that our products look professional and are readable? Recruits are trained to march in ranks before their first parade; likewise, staff officers and non-commissioned officers need an orientation in typography to maximize the readability of their products.

Decades ago, military writers relied on typewriters, using workarounds to simulate the conventions of professionally printed products. Typists used consecutive hyphens for em dashes, underlined words to signify italics, and struck the space bar twice between sentences. Today’s military writer is not hampered by these mechanical limitations. Line and letter spacing can be adjusted precisely, countless proportional fonts are available, and various formatting options are possible. However, this dazzling array of options also creates challenges. Many of us are not familiar with the basics of creating readable text.

Is typography important? Only if we want our audience to easily read and understand our products. And our audiences are becoming increasingly broad. Our military relies more than ever before on our joint, interagency, intergovernmental, multinational, and civilian partners. If we carefully craft a document that is riddled with careless and amateurish typography, our credibility is damaged and our readers may simply dismiss the message.

Relying on our opinions to create aesthetically pleasing text can be problematic. Text that appears attractive has been shown to actually impair readability through scientific study. It is important to understand that “[m]ere opinions are not always safe guides to legibility of print.” Also, text that we personally find appealing may be difficult for others to read, such as those with colorblindness or less than perfect vision. We must consider the readability of our products for our intended audience. Although there are various measures of readability, this article defines it in terms of the speed at which text can be read without fatigue, backtracking, or confusion.

This article first identifies the works that currently guide military writing. Within this framework, six typographical areas are examined that involve the most common “type crimes” in military written works. The standards for readability and professional appearance are based on evidence from scientific studies and the advice of experts. These are more relevant standards for our products than simply doing things because “that’s the way we’ve always done it.” By considering these factors, military writers can create professional products that transmit “a clear message in a single, rapid reading.”
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What Guides Our Writing Now?

A number of government works guide our writing. These manuals typically provide limited guidance on typography, sometimes pointing users to non-military works, such as the Chicago Manual of Style, for further reference.

The most relevant guide for military writers may be the U.S. Government Printing Office’s (GPO’s) style guide. An act of Congress authorized the GPO to “determine the form and style of Government printing.” Established in 1894, the GPO’s comprehensive guide “is the product of many years of public printing experience, and its rules are based on principles of good usage and custom in the printing trade.” Professional printed military manuals generally adhere to the GPO’s standards. Other relevant manuals above the service level include the Department of Defense’s Manual for Written Material (change 1, 2009), and the Joint Officer Handbook (2010).

We use a variety of service-specific writing guides. The U.S. Air Force relies on Air Force Handbook 33-337: The Tongue and Quill (2004); the Army uses Army Regulation 25-50: Preparing and Managing Correspondence (2002); and the Navy and Marine Corps widely refer to the Naval Institute Guide to Naval Writing (1997). All of the services use additional internal style guides, such as the Army’s dated Effective Writing for Army Leaders (1986), and the Navy’s Naval War College Writing and Style Guide (2007), among others.

Some of these works offer sparse typographic guidance. Others, such as the Air Force’s Tongue and Quill, are more comprehensive. However, with the exception of the GPO Style Manual, these manuals generally provide limited and dated guidance on typography that is often obsolete or degrades readability.

Unfortunately, typographic standardization is also lacking across the services, and organizations within services sometimes choose typographic conventions that run contrary to our most important military writing guides and best practices. Finally, military writing guides are not fully aligned with internationally accepted best practices identified in style guides, manuals on typography, and scientific studies.

Style guides are widely used throughout the United States. Many are updated by boards of experts to reflect current English language usage and best practices. The predominant guides in the U.S. are the Chicago Manual of Style, the American Psychological Association’s (APA’s) Publication Manual, Turabian’s A Manual for Writers, and the Modern Language Association’s (MLA’s) style guides. The Chicago Manual of Style features prominently in the reference lists of many government style guides. Comprehensive style guides provide guidance on typography ranging from paragraphs to entire chapters. Many smaller style guides—as well as military writing guides—point to these works for additional guidance.

Modern standards for typographic best practices are captured in typography manuals. These works include About Face: Reviving the Rules of Typography (2004), The Complete Manual of Typography (2003), Designing with Type: The Essential Guide to Typography (2006), The Elements of Typographic Style (2005), Thinking with Type (2004), and Type Rules!: the Designer’s Guide to Professional Typography (2010), among many others.

Non-military style guides and typography manuals rely on scientific studies to help determine best practices based on readability and legibility. This article relies on scientific studies published in books or journal articles that are widely cited by typographic experts, or have other forms of peer review or oversight. Examples include Miles Tinker’s work, representing 32 years of studies on the legibility of type in the mid-20th century, and Colin Wheildon’s work, comprising eight years of studies between 1982 and 1990.

The above references provide a framework to analyze military writing practices and determine how we can best reform our “type criminals.”
ALL CAPS

Military writers seem to love using all capital letters (all caps) in body text. It is not clear why. Military manuals provide for limited uses of all capital text, such as signature blocks, acronyms, and certain naming conventions. But, outside of these provisions, military writers commit a type crime when setting more than a few words in all caps, and offenses are rampant. Operations orders, memos, PowerPoint slides, and many other products are routinely composed in all capital text. The *Tongue and Quill* even advises users to prepare briefing manuscripts in all caps.⁵

Some typographic conventions are debated, even by experts, but this one is not. The consensus is that text set in all capital letters is much harder to read than lower case.⁷
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*Figure 1.* The lower case text on top has a distinctive shape that aids in reading compared to the uniform shape of the all caps text below.

Considering the evidence that all-capital printing retards speed of reading to a striking degree in comparison with lower case and is not liked by readers, it would seem wise to eliminate such printing whenever rapid reading and consumer (reader) views are of importance.

**CONSIDERING THE EVIDENCE THAT ALL-CAPITAL PRINTING RETARDS SPEED OF READING TO A STRIKING DEGREE IN COMPARISON WITH LOWER CASE AND IS NOT LIKED BY READERS, IT WOULD SEEM WISE TO ELIMINATE SUCH PRINTING WHENEVER RAPID READING AND CONSUMER (READER) VIEWS ARE OF IMPORTANCE.**

Using all caps is the single best way (typographically) to make your written product difficult to read.⁸ The height variations in lower case text aid the human eye. All capital text prevents readers from using the natural shapes of the words to aid in reading. As a result, recognizing words in all caps “becomes a task instead of a natural process.”⁹

Miles Tinker summarizes other reasons to avoid all caps in his important book, *Legibility of Print.* There are still other reasons to avoid all caps. Many people view them as the

All-capital print greatly retards speed of reading in comparison with lower-case type. Also, most readers judge all capitals to be less legible. Faster reading of the lower-case print is due to the characteristic word forms furnished by this type. This permits reading by word units, while all capitals tend to be read letter by letter. Furthermore, since all-capital printing takes at least one-third more space than lower case, more fixation pauses are required for reading the same amount of material. The use of all capitals should be dispensed with in every printing situation.¹⁰
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*Figure 2.* An example of lower case text on the top, and a less readable, all caps version on the bottom. Both passages are set in a 12-point Times New Roman font.¹¹
equivalent of shouting. Also, even though we operate in digital environments, we still print prolifically. Printing in all caps burns through more paper and ink to produce text that is harder to read. Finally, there are better ways to emphasize key points, warnings, and headers. Sparing use of italicized and bold text are better choices according to typographic experts, and these uses are allowed by our writing manuals.

Except for specific circumstances (such as naming conventions and hardware/software limitations), military writers should avoid all caps. Many applications will allow users to easily change between all capital and lowercase text (e.g., Shift+F3 for Microsoft Word), significantly enhancing the readability of our final products.

**Sentence Spacing**

There is no quicker way to anger a writer than by telling him that putting two spaces between sentences is a thing of the past. Similar risks are undertaken by telling writers that it is possible to split infinitives and end sentences with prepositions without committing grammar infractions. Many of us are passionate about these topics and understandably resist altering conventions that were drilled into us in school.

Learning to type on a typewriter left indelible impressions on many staff officers and NCOs. Striking the space bar twice after a sentence is a reflexive habit for many of us. Other typewriter conventions linger, as well, such as underlining text in place of italics, using straight quotes instead of typographic (curly) quotes, and using hyphens in place of dashes. Decades ago, when typewriters were used to create documents in the military, these were normal workarounds. But times have changed.

Most typewriters used a monospaced font. In other words, all of the letters occupied the same horizontal space, whether a lower case “i” or a capital “M.” Placing two spaces between sentences was judged necessary to create an extra break between sentences on typewriters. Today’s military writers have a variety of proportional fonts available, where each letter is assigned its own horizontal space that is appropriate for its width (such as the type you are now reading). Modern proportional fonts, which have been found to be more readable than monospaced fonts (such as Courier New), negate any perceived need to create a clear break between sentences with extra spacing.

Claims of greater readability for both single and double sentence spacing are widespread on the World Wide Web. However, these claims have little basis in evidence. Scientific studies suggest that the “holes” and “rivers” created in body text by exaggerated sentence spacing can impair readability. However, studies conducted on sentence spacing in 2002–2009 had inconclusive results.

Since scientific studies do not yet provide a clear answer on the readability of sentence spacing conventions, military writers must look to the advice of experts. They say that
modern convention for printed and digital media is single sentence spacing. From the 1920s to the 50s, professionally printed books, magazines, and newspapers in the United States began separating sentences with a single space, and the World Wide Web’s Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) collapses extra spacing to a single space. Also, most style guides in the U.S. recommend or prescribe a single space between sentences, including the latest editions of the Chicago Manual of Style (2010), Turabian’s Manual for Writers (2007), and the MLA’s Style Manual (2008). For example, Chicago tells us that “one space, not two, should be used between two sentences,” and the GPO Style Manual states that “A single justified word space will be used between sentences. This applies to all types of composition.” This is echoed by the Navy’s Online Style Guide. Yet, further illustrating that the military has not shed all outdated conventions, the DoD’s Manual for Written Material still stipulates two spaces after periods and colons, and the Air Force’s Tongue and Quill still allows either use—a actually favoring double sentence spacing.

Typographers provide clear advice on this matter. These experts tell us that multiple spaces between sentences have “no place in typesetting” and constitute a “serious type crime.” They have been labeled “primitive (and entirely obsolete),” “amateurish, unsophisticated, and unprofessional,” and “absolutely, unequivocally wrong.” It is unclear whether double sentence spacing “will cause your work to be ridiculed” in a strictly military setting in the near future since many service members learned to type on the IBM Selectric and its relatives. However, we should consider how this looks to our external partners. Choosing the modern convention and discarding the double sentence spacing that most of our intergovernmental and multinational partners find alien will ensure a more professional appearance.

Habits are hard to break. Military writers who are more comfortable using double sentence spacing for e-mails, text messages, and personal correspondence are not likely to hear complaints from the other end. Preliminary drafts can even contain two spaces between sentences for those who find it difficult to break the habit. The spaces can be removed later with a “find and replace” function.

Serif vs. Sans Serif

Serifs are small added details at the ends of letters. Some fonts are created without these details and go through life “sans” serif. Arial font, a sans serif font, is a favorite of many military writers. But is it readable? For example, Arial is nearly identical to Helvetica—an extremely popular sans serif font worldwide. Yet, Helvetica can be challenging to read in body text.

The topic of serif vs. sans serif fonts has been debated and

Figure 4. The serifs in the top row of text (Georgia font) are circled. The bottom row is Calibri—a sans serif font.
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studied at great length. To complicate matters, there are many variables to consider: font size, reader age, and use in digital media are only a few. Many professionals argue that sans serif fonts can look “clean, undistracted, and attractive”—regardless of its effect on readability. Sans serif fonts are also widely used on the web, where serifs can be more difficult to see due to relatively low screen resolutions.

Military writers are usually concerned with practical matters. Most of us are not graphic designers. “Clean” text that is more difficult to read does not help us to communicate “a clear message in a single, rapid reading.” In most cases, we need to compose readable body text in reports, orders, memos, and various other documents. Although scientific studies can be contradictory on this matter, there are indications that serif fonts enhance readability in printed body text. Tinker claims that “With more extended reading, typefaces with serifs are preferable.” Kathleen Tinkel states that a review of various factors and evidence in studies “suggests that most sans serif typefaces may be slightly less legible than most serif faces.” Nevertheless, says Ilene Strizver, “when a sans serif typeface is desirable, its readability can be maximized by paying close attention to the line spacing, column width, and occasionally the overall letter spacing.” However, many military writers don’t have the expertise or time to make the subtle modifications necessary.

Some serif fonts can be difficult to read as well. For body text, military writers should choose readable serif fonts such as the ones already identified in the writing guidelines of the various services. The DoD’s Manual for Written Material prescribes Times New Roman, the Air Force’s Tongue and Quill opts for Times New Roman, and the Army’s AR 25-50 prefers Times Roman and Times New Roman (serif fonts). The Naval Institute Guide to Naval Writing does not provide explicit guidance on this matter.

The results of Colin Wheildon’s scientific studies reinforce these recommendations. Wheildon noted that about half of his test group for sans serif typefaces “showed poor comprehension,” slightly less than half “complained strongly about the difficulty of reading the type,” about a fifth “had difficulty focusing on the type after having read a dozen or so lines” and about a tenth “had to backtrack continually to try to maintain concentration.” Yet, these same readers had no difficulties in reading a serif font immediately afterward. Wheildon concluded from his studies that “Body type must be set in serif type if the designer intends it to be read and understood.”

Care must be used in applying these principles to PowerPoint briefings and digital media. Serifs can be hard to see on low-resolution screens, so serif fonts designed for the screen (such as Georgia) or readable sans serif fonts should be used for text-heavy slides. The use of sans serif fonts for headers, labels, and bullets is not likely to impair readability. In some cases, they may be good choices. However, mixing serif and sans serif fonts on the same slide could be visually confusing to the viewer. Readable typefaces are preferred when possible, but common sense must be applied when preparing briefings.

The case is still out regarding the readability of serif vs. sans serif fonts in digital media. However, for printed material, serif fonts appear to be the better choice.

Colored Type and Backgrounds

There are entire works written on the benefits and drawbacks of Microsoft PowerPoint and similar presentation software. These programs, however, will likely be used by the military for the foreseeable future. Moreover, well-composed and professional presentations aid leaders in summarizing necessary information.

Presentation slides have their own personalities. Some are
text-heavy and others feature graphics with only a few words for labels and bullets. In the latter case, simply choosing a legible font should suffice. However, once we introduce body text onto a slide, we should consider how the color of the text and background will affect readability and comprehension.

A high contrast between text and background colors maximizes readability. For slides that comprise mostly text, dark text on a light-colored background is the most readable. This includes printed and digital products. Safe color combinations for both screen and print include blue, black, or green text on a white background. A 2009 study found blue on white to be the most readable, and also an excellent choice when combining printed copies with the digital presentation. Light text on dark backgrounds—even with high contrast—should be avoided if possible. Studies have shown this to be less readable in print, and at least one study has suggested that screen readability could be similar.

Colors can make a presentation more attractive. However, some color combinations can significantly impair readability. Bad color combinations include red text on a green background, green

Figure 5. The slide on the left features dark backgrounds and light text, creating readability challenges. The slide on the right offers more readable text. Both feature Georgia in the body text—a serif font designed for the screen.
on red, fuchsia on blue, green on yellow, red on yellow, and white on fuchsia. Mixing blues and reds can also “quickly fatigue the eyes.”

A variety of techniques will maximize the readability of our presentations. When including text on a slide, choose dark fonts that provide a high contrast with light backgrounds. Optimal font size will depend on the size of the screen, viewing distance, and other factors, but the Tongue and Quill’s recommendation of 22–26 point font size for body text on a screen is a reasonable guide.

Leading

Leading (pronounced “ledding”) is the space between lines of text. This topic is important as leading “has an important effect on the legibility of type.”

The purpose of leading is sometimes misunderstood. Draft work is typically prepared with double line spacing. This helps the reviewer to make notes and corrections to the document itself. However, double line spacing impairs readability. When the final product is prepared for reading, line spacing should be returned to a more readable condition.

Scientific testing provides us with solid answers on leading that is most readable. For font sizes 6–12 (representing many type sizes used in military documents and presentations), 2–4 points of additional leading provides maximum readability. This translates to slightly more than single spaced lines. Some word processing programs have line spacing options of just over one space. These offer reasonable approximations of readable leading for common font sizes and line widths.

Hyphens vs. Dashes

Dashes have been used in professionally printed material for hundreds of years. Yet, when the typewriter was introduced in the late 19th century, most English language QWERTY keyboards offered only the hyphen as a close approximation. If you’re still using hyphens, or a series of hyphens, in place of en dashes and em dashes (or even minus signs), it’s time to put the typewriter behind you.

Dashes are punctuation marks with their own meanings. For example, em dashes can be used to set off parenthetical phrases, or signal a major shift in a sentence. The most common use of en dashes is to indicate a numerical or other range, such as “1130–1300,” “pages 35–43,” or “January–March.”

Hyphens can be used for a variety of purposes, but have different meanings than dashes. Yet, military writers frequently misuse the hyphen—another “type crime”—when en dashes are called for. Consecutive hyphens in place of em dashes are also still seen. Some computer applications will automatically format hyphens into dashes, but this may produce unintended results.

Using proper dashes in e-mails, text messages, and informal correspondence can be time-consuming, even with keyboard shortcuts. For these informal uses, most readers will understand if...
hyphens appear in place of dashes. However, these symbols have different meanings. When polishing a final product, use hyphens and dashes appropriately.

**Other Considerations**

There are other errors that reduce the readability and professionalism of our final products. For example, overuse of italics could degrade readability, as could combining too many different fonts and font styles, or using fonts that are too big or too small for easy reading. Also, the use of typewriter quotation marks has been called the “single most visible sign of unprofessional type.”

Numerous typewriter conventions still commonly seen in military works can degrade the professionalism of the products. These include underlining in place of italics, using the tab key for indents, and using double carriage returns between paragraphs.

**Conclusion**

Adhering to the typographic principles discussed above will make our final written products more readable, understandable, and professional. Most military writers don’t have the time to become experts in typography. However, addressing the six typographic issues above will improve the appearance of our products by aligning them with best practices.

Using two or more sub-optimal typographical techniques makes products even more difficult to comprehend, diminishing “to a striking degree the legibility of print.” Military works commonly feature multiple typographic issues. An all caps document set in an oversized sans serif or monospaced font with poor leading likely impairs readability significantly. We should adjust our practices in composing products.

Changing our practices, however, is only possible to the extent that our manuals and organizations permit. Proponents of military writing manuals and guides should consider making the final adjustments necessary to bring them on line with typographic best practices. Our organizations should adhere to these standards, avoiding guidance that impairs the readability and professionalism of our products.

**Figure 7.** A 1949 U.S. Government document illustrating various typewriter conventions stemming from the typewriter’s limitations: hyphens in place of dashes, double sentence spacing, straight quotation marks, double carriage returns between paragraphs, and underlining in place of italics—all set in a monospaced font.
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Writing classes in our military schools should cover proper typography. Our writers will then have the tools needed to apply these standards in practice. When fine-tuning our work, we should ensure that our prose is effective and clear and our grammar and spelling are correct. However, we also owe it to our readers to provide products that are easily understood without distractions created by careless typography.
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